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The embedding effect observed with contingent policy referendum 

of nonmarket goods is empirically examined. The investigahon 

extends the application of contingent policy referendum data though 

the analysis is somewhat more complicated. Multiple-response nested 

logit model developed by Wu allows the estimation of marginal value 

of multiple-response data. In the empirical analysis , a manageable 

number of valuation sequences are chosen in such a way that each 

policy component (environmental attribute) appears in a different 
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position in each particular sequence. A set of multiple referendum 

data is selected from a contingent valuation survey concerning 

proposed improvements in the environment of Big Darby Creek in 

central Ohio. 

Statistical tests based on the estimated parameters are found to 

provide evidence that marginal value derived from multiple-referendum 

contingent valuation is dependent of the sequence. That is , the 

embedding effect exists in contingent policy referendum survey. This 

result is consistent wiht standard economic theory and with the 

phenomenon observed with private goods and public goods evaluated 

by open-ended contingent valuation survey explored by other 

research. 

(2) 
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Embedding in Multiple-Referendum 

Contingent Valuation Experiment 

Pei-Ing Wu* 

I.Introduction 

Contingent valuation has become widely used as a method for 

assignîng a value to a resource or commodity when the relevant 

market does not exist , as is often the case for a public good, and in 

particular for the valuation of environmental resources. It is a survey 

method that individuals are asked hypothetical questions to elicit 

information about their wi l1 ingness to pay for a specific proposed 

improvement in their resource allocation , or about the compensation 

, that would induce them to accept a deterioration. 

The contin皂ent valuation technique considered here is the 

"contingent policy referendum" approach (aIso referred to as 

closed-ended valuation , discrete團 choice valuation, take-it-or-leave-it 

approach). This approach , each individual is asked whether or not 

he would pay a specified price for the proposed improvement , has 

gained favor in recent years because of its methodological simplicity 

(an important consideration in mail surveys) , and because it reduces 

串The author is associate professor in the Department of Agricultural 

Economics , National Taiwan University. 
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certain biases inherent in alternative techniques (Hoehn and Randa11 , 

1987). 

Multidimensional policy analysis involves some package of 

potential changes (or components) that could be implemented 

separately or in various combinations. The welfare measure of a 

single change or a particular policy component depends upon which 

other components are present. How does the marginal valuation of a 

given policy component vary? Theoretically, it is expected that a 

component value is higher , the nearer that component is placed to the 

beginning of the valuation sequence (Boadway and Bruce , 1986; 

Hoehn and Randall , 1989; WI且， 1993b and 1995). That 悶，

the incremental contribution of a particular component or change to 

the total value of the policy package w i11 be smaller the later its 

position in sequence. This phenomenon has also popularized by 

Kahneman and Knetsch as "embedding" effect (Kahneman and 

Knetsch , 1992). 

Tversky and Kahneman (1981) have conjectured that respondents 

may approach the task of formulating a contingent valuation method 

response by first setting a "mental account" or mental budget 

constraint , to limit the total amount that they would be willing to pay 

for whatever set of prospects the researcher may offer them. Then , 

they may "spend" almost a11 of that amount on the first item offered , 

leaving little to "spend" on subsequent items. 

This kind of embedding effect observed with contingent valuation 

of nonmarket goods has been examined in its open-ended elicitation 

format and in market demand for private goods (Hoehn , 1991; Randa11 

and Hoehn , 1996). This phenomenon for nonmarket goods evaluated 

(4) 
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by contingent policy referendum approach has not yet been investigated. 

The exploration w i11 extend the application of contingent policy 

referendum data though the analysis is somewhat more complicated. 

The analysis wi lI require an estimation model designed for the 

multiple-referendum contingent valuation data. Multiple-

response nested logit model developed by Wu allows the 

estimation of marginal value of multiple-response data (Wu , 1993a). 

The principal objective of this paper 呵， therefore , empirically to 

test whether the marginal value of a particular component of a policy 

package does in fact vary in contingent policy referendum format. 

In the empirical analysis , a manageable number of valuation 

sequences are chosen in such a way that each policy component 

(environmental attribute) appears in a different position in each 

particular sequence. A set of multiple referendum data is selected 

from a contingent valuation survey concerning proposed 

improvements in the environment ofBig Darby Creek in central Ohio. 

Statistical tests based on the estimated parameters are found to 

provide evidence that marginal value derived from multiple

referendum contingent valuation is dependent of the sequence. 

11. Multiple-Response Nested Logit Model 

Let Uh (Q，的 be the utility level of individual h when he or she 

has disposable income D , and the state of his or her environment is 

given by the vector Q. This is a conditional indirect utility function , 

1.丘， the utility attained by optimizing the expenditure of D over all 

(5) 
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other 皂oods while holding Q fixed. Individual h is presented with a 

set of environmental packages Q~ u= 1,…,M) , each with a price t~. 

The environmental status quo is denoted Q:. For each package , the 

individual is asked whether he or she is willing to pay the amount th. 

Denote the response by R~ as: 

1 if willing to pay t i._ '.Ft.
一
一

.• 

J
K
且

R 、
E
J

'-A 
/
e
.、
、

。 if not willing to pay 

Assuming a rational response in terms of utility maximization: 

1 if Uh(Q~ ， Dh- tO >Uh(Q~ ， Dh) 

Rt = { (2) 

o otherwise 

where Dh is the individual's current disposable income. 

As is commonly assumed, we suppose that Uh has the separable 

form: 

u h(Q~ ， Dh) = V (Q! , Dh , Sh) +站 (j=O，........，M) (3) 

where V is a parametric function of Q, D , and S, a vector of observed 

socioeconomic characteristics. The characteristics Sh can be viewed 

as proxies for unobservable parameters of the individual's ut iIíty 

(6) 
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function_ The stochastic termsε~ have mean zero , and represent the 

effects of unobserved variables , idiosyncratic tastes , etc. 

The stochastic terms will be independent across individuals. 

For a given individual , however, the stochastic terms for different 

alternatives j will generally not be independent , because of 

individuaI-specific preferences common across alternatives as weII 

as unobserved attributes shared between alternatives. Let the 

cumulative distribution function be: 

F..(η0'..... ， ηM):= Pr {&g 三 η 。，......，&:! :>;ηM} (4) 

Let Y h be the set of alternatives with positive responses from 

individual h , and Nh be the set with negative responses , i.e. , 

Y h = { jJ R l = 1, 1 石 j 石 M} (5) 

N h = {jIR(=o 0, 1 主 j 豆 M} (6) 

Then the probability of the response vector Rh is: 

Pr{Rh} = Pr{ uh(QLDh • tD> Uh(Q: , Dh) , a11 j EYh , 

and Uh(QLDh - tD 星 Uh(Q= ， Dh) ， aII j ENh} 

=Pr{ E{>E{ -A叫， all j EYh , an1 e;，三 ε;一AvL ,aIl j ENh} (7) 

where A V -{, stands for ð. V(Q; ,QLDh , tLSh) , the parametric part of 

the utility difference , defined by: 

(7) 
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在V(Q: ， QLDh ， Ü ， Sh) =: V(Q! ， Dh- 吐， Sh) - V(Q: ,Dh ,Sh) (8) 

The function A V wiU usually be mode l1ed as linear in parameters. 

The probability model of F. chosen for multiple-response nested logit 

model is a generalized extreme value distribution as fo l1ows: 

F.(η。，......， ηM) 早 exp {--G( exp [一 ηo] ，......， exp[-ηm])} (9) 

where G(yo ,....,yM)is a linearly homogeneous function of y 呈且， and 

satisfies a set of conditions (McFadden , 1978; 1981). 

Because G is linearly homogeneous , i.白，

Go(叭， .....'yM) :;τ~G(yo ， .....'yM) 
o yo 

is homogenous of degree zero as y;:::>: Q. Let σ={σ(1)，... ， σ(v)) denote 

(1 0) 

a subset of {1 ，.刊，M}， with 0::三 v:$M. Define 

G..(yO'y..(l)'.....'y .,.(V)) =: G(yo ， y; ，.....， y~) 、
.
/
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。 otherwise 

and let 
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Then the response probability can be expressed as: 
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(13) 

Pr(fu) =主 (-1)叮 Z 吋(1，位p[Ll vr1 )] ，...，回p[Ll \1(v)]l (1 4) 
祖m 呵;，N) G"(l,exp[Ll vr1)] ,..., exp[Ll \1(v)]) 

A. Response Probability for Cumulative Policies 

When the alternatives are cumulative , i. e. Qt1 呈 Q~ ( The 

inequality applies to each component of Q). In the case of a policy 

agenda with three components A , B , and C , each represents an 

improvement in environmental quality. Then one possible set of 

cumulative alternatives is: (0) the status quo , (1) A, (2) A+B , and (3) 

A+B+C , with alternatives (1)-(3) also involving a payment Íh. This 

suggests a tree structure like that in Figure 1. Node 5 represents 

unobserved ttributes of A that are common to alternatives 1, 2 ,and 3 , 

a11 of which contain component A, wh i!e node 4 represents 

unobserved attributes of B that are common to alternatives 2 and 3 , 

both of which contain component B. 

In general , with M policy components , this tree structure can be 

represented by: 

WU) = {j-l , 2M-j} U=M+l ,...,2M) (1 5) 

with a numbering scheme like that in Figure 1; the total number of 

nodes is J=2M. 

。)
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(6) 

。

A+B A+B+C 

Figure 1. Tree Structure for Cumulative AIternatîves 

B. N onnegativity Condition for Willingness to Pay 

If the stochastic terms E~ are continuous random variables with 

range (-∞，∞) the stochastîc utîlîty model always has nonzero 

probability that preferences wi l1 be in the "wrong" order , i. 丘， an 

"improvement" in the environment Q leads to a decrease in utility 

U(Q,D) for some individuals , which in turn leads to a negatîve 

willingness to pay. This can happen even when a single îtem is 

evaluated: if F is the distribution function of εi 一 εh ， then: 

Pr{Uh(Q~ ， Dh) < Uh(Q~ ， Dh)} = F[- Ll V(Q~ ， Q~ ， Dh ， O， Sh)] (16) 

which is always positive for commonly assumed distribution 

functions such as normal or logistic. Options for dealing with this 

problem inc1ude: 

(i)As long as f1V is reasonably large for most sample members , 

(10) 
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the probability (16) will be small , and can be ignored: “ can be viewed 

as just one of many sources of model specification error. However , 

empirical estimates based on referendum data for environmental 

improvements sometimes yield non-negligible values of 

F [-AV(Q~ ， Q~ ， Dh ， O ， Sh)] 
(ii) The preference reversal can be treated as a real effect , i. e. , 

some small proportion of the population does in fact have an 

idiosyncratic aversion to the (free) improvement represented by Q~. 

(iii) The model can be modified so that preference reversals do not 

OCCUL One way of doing this is simply to truncate the utility distribution: 

start with the function U given by equation (3) , and then define the 

actual utility u. by: 

uh(QLDh) if Uh(QLDh) > U~(Q~-1 ,Dh) 

U~(QLDh) = { (1 7) 

U~ (Qtl , Dh) otherwíse 

for j = 1 ， 2 ，.口，M with U~(Q~ ， Dh);:;: Uh(Q~ ， Dh)' In other words , 

neεative marginal utility for a free improvement is replaced by ze凹，

ln fact , it is not unreasonable to suppose that some proportion of the 

population is genuinely indifferent to a given environmental 

improvement Qi. 
In the case of a single improvement , this truncated model is 

sometimes implici t1y used in computing aggregate benefit measures. 

The mean valuation for individuals of type S and income D is 

computed using: 

、
.
J

咀
E
A
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E[WTP恤，S]=f: {l -F-ðV[(叫，咕，恥，Ìh， Sh)]} dt (18) 

i.白， the distribution of willingness-to-pay is truncated at zero , which 

is the same as truncati時 the distribution of U~(Q~ ， Dh) at 

Uh(Q~ ， Dh). Because the threshold values th used in the survey are 

always positive , truncation does not affect the likelihood of the data 

for a single improvement. The parameter estimates are therefore 

unchanged , and the only difference between the original model and 

the truncated model is in the calculation of aggregate benefits via 

(18). 

For multiple valuation data, the truncation (1 7) does affect the 

likelihood. For example , the "reversed" preference ordering: 

Uh(A + B , Dh - h) < Uh(ü , Dh) < Uh(B , Db - h) (1 9) 

(which gives the incompatible responses "yes" for improvement A and 

"no" for A+B at the same price) can occur in the original model b_ut 

not in the truncated mode l. In the special case of equal 

thresholds (i. e. , tt = th' j = 1,...,M) , the computation of the new 

probabilities is quite easy: reassign the probabilities of incompatible 

responses by changing each offending "no" to a "yes." For example , 

Pr{Y恤，t)， ÿ(A+B ，t)}=Pr{Y恤，t) ，Y(A+的)}+Pr{Y(A，t)，N(A+B ，t)} (20) 

Pr{Y(人t)， N* (A+B,t)}= 0 (21) 

* ~. ... 
wherey.U , t) andN.U , t) denote "yes" and "no" responses to package 

(12) 
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j at price t according to the utility function , while Y(j , t) and 

N(j , t) denote the responses according to the utility fllnction U. 

III.Contingent Evaluation of Environmental 
Improvements to Big Darby Creek 

In this empirical study , the test of component~seqllence 

dependence is applied to the benefit evaluation of environmental 

improvements to Central Ohio's Big Darby Creek, one of the most 

biologically diverse creeks in the mainland United States ‘ A variety of 

plant and animal species can be found in the creek, including 

eighty-six kinds of fish , and forty bivalve species and freshwater 

mo l1usks. Water quality in Darby Creek is general1y "good". 

However , there has been a fairly rapid decline in water quality during 

the last few years (Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 1983). 

The decline of water qllality of the creek is due to point and nonpoint 

SOllrces of pollution , which incIude organic and inorganic chemicals 

and silt and sediment runoff from nearby waste water treatment 

plants. agricultural land, limited urban areas , and roadways. Aquatîc 

biolo皂ists estimate that up to 25 percent of the species found here 

may be eliminated from the river in the near future if the current rate 

of pollution continues. With the hopes of controlling these 

polllltants and benefitting the aquatic ecosystem , efforts have been 

made to protect this natllral preserve from uses that might destroy its 

natural and aesthetic conditions (The Nature Conservancy, 1989). 

In addition to the Ilnique biological diversity of the creek, Big 

(13) 
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Darby Creek is also an important recreational resource. N ear the 

intersection of Big and Li ttle Darby Creeks is the Batte l1e-Darby 

Creek Metropolitan Park, which provides recreational opportunities 

and outdoor enjoyment for local residents. Given the proximity of 

Battelle-Darby Creek Metropolitan Park, a potential recreational 

corridor for outdoor pursuits could be expanded along the creek. 

Preservation of the creek and improvements of the park are among 

regulatory and management proposals presently under consideration. 

Data for the empirical analysis came from a contingent valuation 

experiment (Cummings , Brookshire , and Schulze , 1986~ Davis , 1963; 

Randall , Ives , and Eastman , 1974; and Mitchell and Carson , 1989) 

The part of the sample used here was selected from known visitors , 

termed "recreationis阻，" and was designed to be representative of the 

various users of Battelle-Darby Metropolitan Park. A total of 686 

households were selected during fifteen trips , chosen to represent 

weekdays , weekends , and holidays , which were made to the park from 

July through October of 1989. The contingent valuation data were 

collected through mail surveys. The mailing administration followed 

guidelines to enhance the response rate su皂gested by Dillman (1 978). 

Respondents in the sample were asked to value a sequence of 

proposed projects to enhance and to preserve the environment of 

Big Darby Creek.Three environmental attributes (policy components) 

were identified to represent the impacts of these projects: Index of 

Biotic Integrity (IBI) , streambed visibility (SBV) , and mileage of 

hiking trails (HT) 

The IBI is an indicator of biological diversity, used by the Ohio 

Environmental Protection Agency and other agencies to capture the 

(14) 
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impact ofwater po l1ution on fish species (Karr , 1981 , and Karr et a1., 

1986). The scale of the IBI ranges from 12 , meaning poor water 

quality , to 60 , which represents exce lIent water quality. To help 

make things easier for the survey respondents , we arithmetically 

converted the IBI scale so that it ranged from 0 to 100 , and named it 

the Species Variety Scale (SVS). The SVS readings in Big Darby 

Creek and its tributaries are in the process of fal1 in皂 from around 80 , 

a "very good" condition , to 65 , a "good" condition , because of 

pollution. ithout control of nonpoint source po l1ution , a SVS reading 

at 65 is set as the base condition. To maintain the SVS reading at 80 , 

measures to modestly reduce the water pollution , such as the creation 

of a forested buffer along stream sides , need to be employed. 

Streambed visibility , the second component ofthe complex policy , 

is defined as the percentage of days in a year when the bed of Big 

Darby Creek is visible. Because of soil erosion , streambeds are rarely 

visible in Bíg Darby Creek, or , for that matter , in other streams in 

central Ohio. With nonpoint source pollution contro1s, stream 

bottoms would be visible 20 percent of the year. The third dimension 

of the delîvered environmental goods is the development of the hiking 

trails mileage. With the development of the park , the current five 

miles of hiking trails in the park wi lI increase to eight m i1es. 

Having been given the description of the policy impacts , survey 

respondents were asked to evaluate various policy packages 

Referendum vote questions were designed for survey respondents to 

answer "yes" or 池。" to a pre-assigned fixed payment level for each 

package (Bishop and Hebe r1 ein , 1979; Hanemann , 1984; and Hoehn 

and Randal1, 1987). A permanent increase of annual local or state 

(15) 
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taxes collected to finance resource management projects in and 

around the Darby Creek area was the payment vehicle used. The 

threshold payment levels were selected so as to re f1 ect the general 

pattern of the responses from a pretest , in which valuations were 

found to be concentrated more at the low end. The fixed annual 

payments used in the questionnaire were $10 , $20 , $30 , $75 , and 

$150. 

The questionnaire also contained questions regarding 

respondents' attitudes toward general environmental issues 

Questions regarding respondent's personal information , such as 

income , education , and other sociodemographic characteristics , were 

placed at the end of the questionnaire. 

With three environmental attributes , species variety scale (SVS) , 

streambed visibility (SBV) , and mileage of hiking trai1 (HT) , there 

are six possible cumulative policy sequences. For example , one 

version of the questionnaire contains contingent referenda on the 

policies SVS , SVS+SBV, and SVS+SBV+HT. In the empirical 

analys凹， a manageable number of valuation sequen白， denoted as 

sequences 1, 11 , and 111 are chosen in such a way that each policy 

component appears in a different position in each particular sequence , 

as shown in Table 1. 

(16) 
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Table 1. Sequences of Delivered Policy Components 

Sequence 

Policy I II III 

I SVS SBV HT 

2 SVS+SBV SBV+HT HT+SVS 

3 SVS+SBV+HT SBV+HT+SVS HT+SVS+SBV 

IV.Estimation of the Multiple-Response Model 
with Cumulative Alternatives 

Since individuals provided only "yes" or "no" responses to any of 

the proposed policy packages , the marginal value of a specific policy 

component can not be obtained directly. The effect of a component 

can be derived from the responses to packages with and without that 

specific component. In the case at hand , for example , the marginal 

value of component SVS in the presence of SBV+HT can be derived 

from the responses to packa皂es SBV+HT+SVS and SBV+HTin 

sequence II. The relevant alternatives are then: (0) the status quo , 

(1) SBV+HT , and (2) SBV+HT+SVS. In the present survey data, the 

respondent faced the same level of payment t for both packages (1) 

and (2). Under these circumstances , the choice alternatives can be 

represented by a two~level tree structure like that in Figure 2. We 

describe the estimation and test procedures for the component SVS. 

The same procedures , with suitably changed notation , apply also to 

the other two components , SBV and HT. 

(17) 
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status quo 

(no payment) 

(0) 

SBV+HT 

(1) 

policy package 

(payment t) 

SBV+HT+SVS 

(2) 

Figure 2. Two-Level Tree Structure for a Multiple-Response 

Model with Cumulative Alternatives 

Incremental values of each component are estimated under status 

quo and two other evaluation sequences. For component SVS as an 

example , its incremeníal values are estimated under the status quo 

(sequence 1) , and under the difference between policy 3 and 2 of 

sequence II and the difference between policy 2 and 1 of sequence III. 

The relevant policy packages are indexed by 徊， j), where s is the 

policy sequence 口， II , or 111) , and j is the cumulative policy in that 

sequence (1 , 2 , or 3) , as defined in Table 1. For example , (II , 2) is 

the package SBV+HT. Let 11 V 徊， j) =企V(Q~ ， Q~.j ， Dh ， tLsh)' as 

(18) 
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defined by (8) , be the utility difference between polìcy package 徊， j) 

(at price t) and the status quo. We also define: 

H. ,j= l+éV(函，j) (22a) 

H.,jk = 1 + (eðV(B,j)/"'+eåV(o,k)!"'t (22b) 

In sequence 1, S VS is introduced as the first component, and the 

response probabilities are those of a simple dichotomous choice 

model: 

Pr(O) = 1/ H I.1 (23a) 

Pr(l) = eåV叫/HI，l (23b) 

where 口， 1) refers to the package consisting of SVS alone. In sequences 

II and III , the response probabilities are given by the multiple

response nested logit model with the tree structure of Figure 2. With 

M=2 , the response probabilities are given as (24a)-(24d): 

Pr(O , O) = l/HB,jk (24a) 

Pr(O , 1) = l/Hs,j -1/Hs.jk (24b) 

Pr(l , O) = l/H站一l/H.，j (24c) 

Pr(I , I)= l-ljHs.j-ljH咕+ l/Hs品 (24d) 

(19) 
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with U, k) = (2 , 3) for sequence 11 and U, k) = (1 , 2) for sequence 111. 

The functional form used for !:J. V is linear in parameters: 

i1 V駒， JIX)= 此，jX (25) 

where αs，j is a vector of parameters to be estimated , and X is a vector 

of variables selected to explain the respondents' valuations of the 

improvements in the environment of Big Darby Creek , The variables 

inc1ude respondents' sociodemographic characteristics; their attitudes 

toward environmental management in general; whether or not their 

version of the questionnaire included a warning statement that 

funding of these pr吋ects might reduce funding for other environmental 

management initiatives; and the posted price levels in the referendum 

vote questions , These variables are listed in Table 2 

The parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood 

estimation with the log-likelihood function expressed as: 

log L = :~:;(KI，hlogLI，h + Krr,b logLrr,h + Km，b10gL血，b) (26) 

(20) 
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Table 2. Definition of Independent Variables 

Variable Definition 

Income log( D/ D，肘，)， where D is the household annual income from 

allsource目， represented the midpoint of each income level; and 
D m is the mean income value of the respondents 

Gender 1 male 
o female 

Age log( R/Rm) , where year is the age of the respondent , and 

Rm is the mean age of the respondents 

Educa 1 1 if the respondent received some high school education or lower 
o otherwise 

Educa2 1 if the respondent received some college education 
o otherwise 

Educa3 1 if the respondent completed college education 
o otherwise 

Educa4 1 if the respondent received graduate or professional 
education 

o otherwise 

PL log( pl/p 1m), where pl represents an index of environmenta1 

attitudes derived from the respondents' views on public 
land use and the preservation of open space; and P 1m is the 
m閏且 va1ue of pl for respondents. Three levels 瞞自 arbitrarily 
assigned to the following answers: 

I 鴨 dor回n飽dany more plblic land恆的評四;erve any more OJ盟I

space 
2 we need specific pieces for specific purposes 
3 we need more public and open space preservation in general 

Price log(pr/prm), where pr is the preassi且ed price level in the 

referendum 
question, and p r m is the mean value of the price levels 

Cavea 1 respondent received the warning statement regarding the 
al1ocation of funds to Darby Creek management and to other 
environmental management initiatives 

o respondent did not receive the warning statement 
(applicable to sequence 1 questionnaires only) 

(21) 
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where KJ ,K.rr, and Km are dummy variables defined for valuations 

from sequences 1. 11 and 111 respectively. LI ,LnandLm are the 

likelihood functions generated from each sequence , using the response 

probabilities specified in (23) and (24). That is , 

and 

log LI,h = log Pr[R巾V(I，llxh)] = log Pr[RhI旬，Xh] (27) 

logLn，h戶= logP 咖h叫lfì叭V(II，且取2
=斗10嗯gPr凹守叫[恆Rh叫h叫|阿α恥au恥αan.3 ，σ ， Xh] (口28盯) 

logLm.h = logPr[RhI企V(III ， ll芯， fìV(血，2Ixh)， cr]
= log Pr[Rh lam,l ，αm，2 ，0"， Xh] (29) 

The marginal effect of SVS will appear in the parameter differences 

between αn.3 and αn，2 for sequence 11 and between αm，2 and αm，l 

for sequence 111. As a consequence , the test of sequence dependence 

for the value of SVS is performed under the restriction: 

Ho:α1=αIL3 -αIL2 =αIIL2 一 αIILI (30) 

In order to keep a consistent notation , Table 3 defined a set of 

five "generic" policy packages A,B ,C ,D ,E) for each of the three 

components. The explanatory variables are then interaction terms 

between the corresponding dummy variables KA ,..., KE and the 

independent variables ofTable 2; this allows all five evaluations to be 

estimated jointly. In this notation , the dummy variables K I>Ku and 

(22) 
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Km in (26) become KA ,Kc - KB and K E - Ko. 

The estimated coefficients and the test results are shown in Table 

4. The first column, labelled S VS , contains the relevant estimates for 

the incremental values of component SVS , and similarly for the other 

two columns labelled SBV and HT. The last row at Table 4 reports 

the χ2 tests for the nu l1 hypothesis of no sequence dependence , i. e. , 

αA=αc-αB=αE 一 αD (tested separately for each of the three 

components)~ the null is rejected at the 1 % significance leve1. 

The results of the hypothesis test are consistent with prior 

theoretical expectation. That is , the component value varies by the 

positíon in which it appears in the valuation sequence. Thus , 

sequence-dependence of component benefits implies problems for 

component valuation: the same component might pass a benefit-cost 

filter if placed early in a valuation sequence but fail if placed later. 

Table 3. Policy Packages Used to Estimate Incremental Valuations 

of Components SVS , SBV , and HT 

SVS 旦旦主 HT 

A (1,1) (11 , 1) (11I, 1) 
SVS SBV HT 

B (11 ,2) (1 , 1) (11 , 1) 
SBV+HT SVS SBV 

C (11, 3) (1 ,2) (11 ,2) 
SBV+HT+SVS SVS+SBV SBV+HT 

D (111 , 1) (111, 2) (1 ,2) 
HT HT+SVS SVS+SBV 

E (111 ,2) (III ,3) (1 ,3) 
HT+SVS HT+SVS+SBV SVS+SBV+HT 

(23) 
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v. Concluding Remarks 

A subset of muItiple referendum data is collected for a policy 

package consisting of proposed improvements to the environment of 

Big Darby Creek in Central Ohio. That project involves three specific 

policies , improvements in species variety (which is determined by 

water quality) and in streabed visibility , and an increase in hiking 

trai1 mileage. The improvements are introduced sequential旬， the 

incremental value of each one compoment is expected to depend on its 

position in the sequence. Using the muItiple-response nested logit 

model , we have estimated incremental valuations for each of these 

improvements in each of three different sequences. 

The estimates clearly reject the null hypothesis that the marginal 

value is independent of the sequence. That 悶， the embedding effect 

exists in muItiple-response contingent policy referendum survey. 

This result is consistent with standard economic theory and with the 

phenomenon observed with private and public goods explored by 

research that previously accomplished. The resul徊， however , raise 

an issue that the value of a program is different if it is elicited solely 

to the valuation of that program or if it is included in a muItiple

program , which aims at valuing others. The design for the evaluation 

of single versus muItiple policy agenda remains an issue for further 

research. 

(24) 
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Table 4. Multiple-Response Nested Logit with Cumulative Alternatives: 

Coefficient Estimates with Component Sequence Dependence 

Coefficient Estimatesb 

Variablea SVS SBV HT 

Intercept*KA 0.06 (1 .32) 0.06( 1. 02) 0.02( 1. 08) 
PL* K A 2.07(0.25) 1. 34(0.21) 1. 31(0.37) 
lncome* K A 0.03(0.38) 0.01(0.63) 0.04(0.57) 
Gender* K A 0.08 (1 .22) 0.02(0.03) 0.90(0.16) 
Age* K A -0.25(0.20) -0.34(0.36) -0.72(0 .44) 
Educal* KA 0.01(0.79) -0.01(0.55) -0.34( 1. 14) 

Educa2* K A 0.18(0.12) 0.06(0.64) 0 .46(0.73) 
Educa3* K A 。 72(0.52) 0.44(0.01) 1.96(0.62) 
Educa4* K A 1. 25(0.92) 0.86(0.30) 0.56( 1. 29) 
Price* K A -0.61( 1. 69) -0.36( 1. 21) -0 .40( 1. 40) 
Caveat* K A -0.25(0.95) 
Intercept*KB -0.06(0.66) 0.12(0 .47) 0.55(0.97) 
PL* K B 1. 83(0.14) 1. 34(0.09) 0.31(0.31) 
lncome* KB 0.13(0 .45) -0.01(0.09) 0.69(0.04) 
Gender* K B -0.06(0.08) 0.02(0.35) 0.28(0.82) 
Age* K B -0.72(0 甸 25) -0.34(0.03) -0 .46(0.35) 
Educal * K B 0.11(0.42) -0.01(0.32) -0.31(0.23) 
Educa2* K B 0.06(0.32) 0.07( 1. 15) 0.75( 1. 97) 
Educa3* K B 0.84(0 .4 9) 0 .43(0.31) 0.58( 1. 74) 
Educa4* K B 1. 31(0.89) 0.86(0.15) 1.42(0.11) 
Price* K B -0.73(0.87) -0.36(0.59) -0.68(0.99) 
Caveat* K B -0.15(0 .45) 
Intercept*Kc 0.25(0 .4 1) 0.15(0 .42) 0 .48(0.51) 
PL* Kc 1. 74(0.09) 1. 26(0.08) 0.84(0.17) 
lncome* Kc 0.04(0.29) 0.07(0.08) 0.53(0.52) 
Gende.r* Kc -0.21(0.81) -0.07(0.31) -0.54(0.61) 
Age* Kc -1. 05(0.15) -0.56(0.03) -0.34(0.86) 
Educal * Kc 0.11(0.29) 0.09(0.28) -0.14(0.90) 
Edilca2* Kc 0.12(0.19) 0.09(0 .4 1) -1. 77(0. 80) 
Educa3* Kc 0.94(0.79) 0 .44(0.28) -1. 25(0.65) 
Educa4* Kc 1. 95( 1. 51) 0.87(0.13) 自1. 02(0.97)

Price* Kc -0.78(0.56) -0 .43(0.51) -0.27(0.29) 
Caveat* Kc -0.14(0.39) 
Intercept*KD -0.88(0.33) -0.28(0.79) 0.01(0.37) 

(25) 
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Table 4. (contînued) 

PL* K D 2.07(0.06) l.26(0.17) l. 08(0.58) 
Income* K D 0.03(0.27) 0.07(0.12) 0.02(0.22) 
Gender* K D 0.09(0.33) -0.07(0.35) -0.35(0.28) 
Age* K D -0.25(0.14) -0.56(0.78) -0.56(0 .4 1) 
Educal * K D 0.01(0.26) 0.09(0.71) 0 .47(0.61) 
Educa2* K D 0.18(0.41) 0.09(0.35) 0.39(0.32) 
Educa3* K D 0.72(0.33) 0 .44(0.35) 0.18(0.39) 
Educa4* K D 1. 25(0.35) 0.87(0.22) 。 76(0 .4 8)
Price* K D -0.61(0.89) -0.43(0.22) -0.47(0 .4 1) 
Caveat* K D -0.33(0.18) 
Intercept*KE -0.53(0.20) -0.02(0.55) -0.01(0.37) 
PL* KE 1. 83(0.04) 1. 18(0.12) 1. 08(0.58) 
Income* K E 0.13(0.01) 0.07(0.09) 0.02(0.22) 
Gender* K E -0.06(0.20) -0.09(0 ‘ 15) -0.35(0.28) 
Age* KE -0.72(0.01) -0.66(0.59) -0.56(0.41) 
Educal * KE 0.11(0.52) 0.11(0.53) 0.47(0.61) 
Educa2* KE 0.06(0.20) 0.28(0.53) 0.39(0.32) 
Educa3* KE 0.84(0.19) 0.66(0.15) 0.18(0.39) 
Educa4* KE l. 31( 1. 73) 1.35(0.80) 0.76(0 .48) 
Prîce* KE -0.73(0.05) -0.43(0.24) -0 .47(0.14) 
Caveat* KE -0.54(0.32) 
σ 0.45(0 .4 1) 0.57(0.60) 0.55(0.54) 
x2 Value 48.56 6 1. 56 50.56 

a: KA' ...,K E are dummies for the polîcy packages A ,.. .,E as defined 

in the text. 

b: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 

(26) 
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Footnotes 

1. Comprehensive discussions and evaluation of contingent valuation 

methods are given in Cummings , Brookshire , and Schultze (1 986) , 

in Mitchell and Carson (1989) , and in Hausman (1993). Some of 

the first applications to environmental resource valuation are given 

by Davis (1963) and Randall , Ives and Eastman (1974). 

2. Applications of the contingent valuation method to multidimensional 

policy analysis inc1ude , for example , M可惜， Sinden and Randal1 

(1983) and Bergstrom and Sto11 (1987). 

(27) 
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多元議決條件評估的投入效果

美諷瑾*

摘要

關韓詞:捏反應巢型羅吉模型、因素順序相依、封閉式僱件評估

調查、生物苦多樣化。

本主主要目的是在實証上柚驗由僱件政策議決所評估之非市

場財貴的嚴入敷果，此輯資料在分析上雖然較種雜，但這種揖章

可以擴展保件政策諾快資料的應用範園，探用種反應巢型羅吉模

型，可用來估計多元議快資料中個別政策因素的邊障價值。實証分

析資料來自一組評估美國俄亥俄州中部維護一生態保體區價值的

調查。當政軍包含維謹改善多項自然環揖賣嗯，受政軍影響的各

項環噴賣輝(政策因素)依序置故於政軍評估的不同順序中。

實証轍定結果顯示，由多元議訣僱件評估所得到的個別政軍因

素之遺體價值，依話因素位齡不同評估順序而有差異，也就是說，

最入效果存在於條件政策議快之調查中。此結論與程濟理論上之

預期一致，且與過去的研究課討私有財及開放式悔件評估公共財

觀察到的現象是相同的。

*作者為國主台灣大學農業經濟系副教授。
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